The Distorteddia Is Implanting Mass Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy to
Devastate Dismantle Disable Dissect Fragment Disconnect Disempower
Disenfranchise Destroy Terminate and Absolutely Eradicate Humanity As It Ought
to Exist As: The Sacred Sanctum of the Inviolable State of Being a Human Person
and a Human Agency of the Human Mind:Soul:Will:Brain: Nothing in the Entire
History of Humanity Has Harmed Humanity As Much in Which Humanity Stands
to Be Led to the Filthy-Alter of Being Discarded as Sheer and Mere Physiologies
Stripped Off All Its Humanity and These Physiologies Are Directed Programmed
and Herded to Simply Perish Their Biological-Matter-Presence by Endless and
Ever-Increasing Consuming of Everything Including Themselves While All They
Do Is Let the Distorteddia Conglomerate and the Market Profiteers Keep on
Making Money

|| February 01: 2019: Download This Piece In PDF|| ά. We begin today, with ‘The
Distorteddia Is Implanting Mass Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy’ by quoting from
a piece, that, for the first time, used Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy, in relation to
and what the Distorteddia are doing to humanity, which was, first published in the
Culture section of The Humanion, on: || January 20: 2019 || ά. ‘’Flying High is the
first Exhibition, devoted to female positions in Art Brut produced from 1860 until the
present. The Exhibition flies high in every sense: it has gathered together 316 works

by 93 women artists from 21 countries, which, in many aspects of content and
aesthetics, challenge the contemporary idea of what art is. The Exhibition adopts the
term Art Brut, raw art or outsider art, defined by Jean Dubuffet in 1945 as starting
point for the primordial, non-academic art produced outside the cultural mainstream.
Flying High is taking place in Vienna, Austria between February 15 and June 23. And,
here is The Humanion’s lone voice: the entire art world across the globe has been
strangled into submission, that suffers and suffocates by what we would call ‘the
famine of creativity, ingenuity and imagination’ or in other words from Munchausen
Syndrome by Proxy, dictated onto the entire world of art, which the arts
establishments and the dead and now mummified art galleries let into and seek to
promote and be as dead as their promoters and with them they, then, go about
annihilating all creativity. Most of what these galleries are wasting obscene amount of
money promoting and calling arts, are surely going to struggle to find any space in
the future dustbins. And the arts, that grow outside their scope, struggle along, while
no one pays attention to them.
Like the entire market, the market profiteers and the whole distorteddia
conglomerate, imposing, dictating, directing and herding a form and manner of
dehumanised mechanistic form of mimicry of life on people exactly as the perpetrator
of Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy does to her:his victim so that people are made to
feel and, accept this as the high-truth, that they are not able to think, not able to read,
not able to question, not able to learn, not able to conduct their everyday necessary
tasks, not able know how to go for a walk or use a map or run their house or park their
cars or find their telephone or make a telephone call or write a letter etc and everything
is made easy by ‘this and that’, that these profiteers and the distorteddia conglomerate
have ‘invented’ while all ‘this and that’ make them ship-loads of money, the very
people are now being robbed off their natural faculties and abilities like the person,
who imposes all the most cruel, most harmful, most devastating and most calculating
disabling, dismantling, disfiguring, distorting, disempowering and disenfranchising
a vulnerable child or vulnerable adult by imposing the dictate that that child is unable
to do this and that so that the child is ripped off all her:his natural potential, day after
day, week after week, month after month and it goes on, to develop and become a
well-functioning adult.
Instead, by any manner of definition this vulnerable child or adult is ‘destroyed’ to
the extent that she:he now can not, even, hold a spoon to drink the soup for which
she:he, must, rely absolutely on her:his ‘Dictator’. We are using these two expressions
to represent the two sides of the same coin: Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy,
applicable to the art establishments and Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy, applicable
to the entire world and world’s humanity whereby we are being robbed off our very
humanity, all our human potentials of both what we can be and what we can do and
our very human agencies and with these stripped off us what remains of us are that
of a neglected, abused, harmed and made utterly devastated human soul, that has

been robbed of all its potential to be and do human. We are utterly, absolutely and
comprehensively dehumanised so that we know not how to be and do any longer so
that we rely on absolutely to all the ‘contraptions and gadgets’, that they invented to
make money so that we keep buying and using them because we no longer are able to
exist without them. This is the lowest-path of the highest and guaranteed profiteering,
which is guaranteed by the imposition of this Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy. We
are going to write a great deal more on this to present the world with the absolute
monstrous dehumanisation, mercilessly being pursued by these devastating forces
and the world seem to sleep walk onto the way of ‘dusty death’, as Macbeth would
put it. And in this any initiative, that goes to bring that world of art, that no one knows
exist and present it to the world is a refreshing thing. Flying High is such an initiative
and we invite everyone to try and be there.’’
These Distorteddia has been going on not for very long in terms of historical time
frame but they grew like mushrooming-wild-fires and taking over every sphere of
existence and, increasingly, taking hold of every mind, with a view to ‘destroy’ it so
that it ceases to be an Agency of the Human Mind:Soul:Will:Brain and, by now, this
process has reached a qualitative point so that it now can declare: ‘The job of imposing,
implanting and cementing the entire humanity by Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy
is, now, complete’. In this, we are, now, unable to, even, conduct the very basic tasks,
without being supported, as, if, we are made crippled by our inabilities and
handicaps, simply, because we were led to not use our natural skills and knowledge
and so they fell into disrepair and, now, they do not work. We use these words
without prejudice against our fellow humanity, who are disabled, who happened to
be the most harmed of all humanity by these distorteddia conglomerate and their
implantation of this disease of Mass Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy. Because we
are, now, all fragmented and disjointed and we have no ‘self’, since, a ‘self’ can and,
only, does exist as ‘private’ and, even, when it is in public, it does and can have the
ability to remain ‘private’ while conducting itself in a public domain. We are, now,
just a hollow void, which has neither the abilities nor the inclinations to go on being
and developing our own self or our own agency of the human mind:soul:will:brain as
we are directed and herded to ‘like’ or ‘follow’ products and services, that the
distorteddia conglomerate want us to consume so that they can make money. We are
unable to, even, go for a walk by ourselves, we need a ‘distorteddia contraption’ to
walk in our own neighbourhood, that we can not and do not call our own because we
do not know it, partly, because we use gadgets when we go out and so we do not use
any of our natural abilities and faculties to learn about the place we are supposed to
live so that it, always, remains a foreign entity to us.
The distorteddia gathered us in one place, herded us into a market place, where we
have no say: but because they have herded us at one place, they get all to go there and
advertise to these herded up humanity, that is not there in reality but these are illusory
presences, of people, who are not there. A is in her house or work or university or

family or community or whatever her reality is but in that distorteddia A has an
illusory false window, where there are texts, images and, most importantly, videos of
her or of others, whom she was programmed to like and to promote. Other such
illusory false windows of other real people’s unrealities are there too and they are
‘connected’, except they have no connections whatsoever. These illusory, fragmentary
and distorted views are offered, replicated onto a most distortive medium, the tiny
little face of the mobile telephone devices, that offers a tiny, blocked off, outlet, to
follow the distorted views. This way the real people cease to exist because now they
need not meet people, they need not talk to people, write to people, they need not
form relationships, maintain these relationships nor do they need to feel connected to
their fellow humanity because people now go to their distorteddia windows and they
write on their walls, they ping and bing and they ting and ding and they go without
going: it is a new form and manner of aggressive or hostile trespass to a ‘pseudo home’
of someone, who has a pseudo presence in that pseudo home, where nothing is real
and where the ‘owners’ of the home do not live or exist there. Others go to that pseudo
home and venture out or trespass looking at their texts, images and videos and in that
they derive some manner and form of ‘pleasure’ of consuming because, end of the
day, it is a form of voyeurism, looking into things while no one is there to see that one
is doing so. And these ‘visits’ prompt a trail of hostility, aggression and all forms and
manners of negativity so that the entire distorteddia have created a space, that is,
literally, a wasteland of the ‘junk’, that humanity can not exist in or exist as humanity.
A horrendous, vicious, brutal, barbaric, hostile, angry, cruel, unkind, ferocious,
ruthless ‘environment’ has been created because it is a sphere, that the distorteddia
has created, that is absolutely dehumanised.
And, because no one talks to anyone, their time is spent in following, clicking and
liking or not liking others and they keep on doing that and they ‘chat’, which is
nothing but a word-rhoea, vomiting out typed out words, without meaning or context;
most dangerously, this word-rhoea is a product, that does not come from thinking,
questioning, contemplating and wondering. One receives a text of some form or
manner and they hardly read it, let alone, really understand and question, think and
analyse as to what was said or what they meant, all of which requires time and study
and contemplation and, they type an answer. So, they have this text, in a nano-second
they begin to type and they post the response, raw and rough and that is sent out and
it is all-where and everywhere. The distorteddia trick is to look out for what they can
‘make’ to go ‘viral’ so that a worthless piece of a text, which, may, have no basis, no
base, no rationale, no supporting evidence, expressed out of simple ‘opinion fascism’,
has, suddenly, been made to go ‘viral’, whereby all these people are now clicking on
it without stopping for a second and asking why do I want to waste my time clicking
on it and going and wasting more time watching that video or reading that text? No
one does that because something has gone ‘viral’, they, must, click it, that is the
programming, that is the herding at work. In this, this worthless video, in which
someone, may, go and waste their utter hollow and shallow and void of presence in

the bathroom and making horrendously obnoxious faces and gestures etc. People go
there and watch and that opens the ‘bags’ for the distorteddia to keep putting the
money they are to make. Millions watch this video on their site and they have equal
million hours of ‘watching windows’ on which to display and play advertisements for
those, who are paying them. And one such viral act stands to make massive amount
of money for these distorteddia outlets.
These distorteddia outlets are not news agencies. They do not belong to the press,
media and news and informative agencies but they have taken over them simply
because they have herded the majority of humanity into their system so that the
advertisers, whatever, they, might, say, about their values and ethos, are grand lies,
because all they want is to sell and they would go and advertise there, where there are
people to buy. These agencies stopped advertising in the bona fide, legitimate and
professional news, media and press outlets, effectively, killing off the entire lot in the
long run but they spend billions in promoting their so-called, ‘values and ethos’! This
is how the distorteddia has been takin over life and existence, except, they have taken
life out of life and existence out of existences and filled it with their utter, sheer and
comprehensive greed: to keep on disabling and dismantling humanity so to make
more money and more profit. People no longer are willing to go out and meet people,
they are no longer able to do anything properly because they are nowhere at one, in
the whole. They are in the Café but they are hooked onto their phone, they are at the
theatre or concert but they are not listening to what was going on because they are
taking photos or videos or texting or reading such texts etc and, most importantly,
they are self-imaging themselves, taking their own images or video recording
themselves so that these can be sent out for the distorteddia consumers to consume
and in this consumption, the distorteddia will have much opportunity to display
advertisements to make bus-loads of money. People do not and can not have a
conversation any longer because no one is listening. If, one is speaking to someone,
that someone is not listening what is said because he:she is busy looking at a video or
reading a text. If, she, then says something, other person is not listening to it because
he, too, is now engaged in watching some video.
People no longer are individuals and they no longer are part of any unit, such as,
families or communities or agencies. They do not connect with any real person. They
do not want to go out and meet and greet people, speak to others, shake their hands,
look at their eyes and observe and form and maintain relationships. They stop
learning all together for only human agencies are capable of learning and having a
sustained and continual ‘plan of actions’ as to how they will keep on developing their
self and keep on learning and developing. This has created a time in this world, where
we have the utmost development in science, mathematics, innovation and learning
opportunities in all branches and disciplines of learning and, yet, the distorteddia has
taken us to the dark ages, whereby, they, even, dictate what people should ‘search’
about, by way of predicting, by way of offering the herded people, what is in fashion,

what others are searching and what are ‘trending’. Further, what they are doing is,
offering ‘future-predicting’, in which they predict what they themselves would like to
bring about and make them into becoming fashionable so that they can make more
money and, they promote these ‘inventions’ of future telling, which are nothing but
‘implanting’ their own agenda, programming the populace into ‘buying’ these
horrible ideas, concepts, contraptions, gadgets etc and, then, they bring them about
and people flock to buy them and they make billions and trillions of dollars out of
them. It is like self-fulfilling prophesies: all of which are constructed in their greed. To
make more money. They say, ‘A will happen’ and, they spend a great deal of money
promoting this ‘A will happen’ and, then, people are programmed to this and take
that as a ‘high truth’. Then, the distorteddia bring that A out as a product and the
world runs to get it. This product is, say, a doll, that obeys the command of a
masochistic and misogynistic man. With this he can exist as a monster because he
orders and the doll does obey the order as ordered and he needs no opportunity to
exercise his humanity because he is dealing with a doll, a toy. Were he to deal with a
human being he would have to treat that human with all the virtues, qualities and
states and features of that humanity with which he can relate to that human being,
form and maintain a human relationship with that human being and by these both
would have had the opportunity to exercise their very being and becoming and doing
human. He does not have to do that any longer so that he has been left with only the
possibility that every day he will become more mechanistic, more brutal and more
monstrous and soon, he will cease to be a human. And, yet, the distorteddia
conglomerate are seeking to get that done. They will do it because they have been
implanting these ideas and concepts into people’s heads and these people will queue
up for whatever contraptions they bring up.
Added to this, the distorteddia conglomerate have enormous power of money because
they have been robbing real people’s real money from the system and putting them in
their own pockets. They are using a great deal of that money into ‘buying in’ status,
prestige and standing and in that a great deal of learning institutions, academies,
institutes and universities are willing partners in which these distorteddia are giving
‘some ‘dusts’ of money for so-called ‘research’ and these agencies are wasting and
abusing both financial and human resources in pursing ‘worthless’ projects to
validate, without questioning or raising an eyebrow, any contraption, gadget, the
distorteddia conglomerate want to bring about.
Human intelligence is being massacred all across the globe, humanity, a vast majority
of it, is left to suffer and perish away by hunger, malnutrition, severe and acute
malnutrition, poverty and unemployment, homelessness and rough sleeping,
destitution, beggary, shanty-town-rotten existence, suffering from diseases and
unable to pay for medication, mass no-education has been distributed to vast majority
of humanity, who will never set a foot at a school and in this the entire humanity is
dying away of all forms and manners of cruelties, inhumanities, degradation and

barbarities and yet, these distorteddia want to develop, what they concocted as
artificial intelligence and machine learning, both of which are the biggest lies ever
concocted by anyone, since the dawn of humanity. There is no such thing as artificial
intelligence and there is no such thing as machine learning. These terms are selfcontradictory, as there can not be a kind murderer there can not be artificial
intelligence; as there can not be a dead living human being, there can not be machine
learning. Intelligence and learning exist and function in living natural things and the
proof of their existence is the existence of the process of natural evolution of living
things, which shows all livings things are intelligent because they have the innate
nature to learn and keep on learning and making better their state and existence,
which is why evolution exists. A human person, a human mind, an agency of human
mind, does this very thing: it keeps on learning and with that learning it keeps on
developing itself and, as the whole humanity, this is how we keep on advancing our
human condition. But these distorteddia conglomerate are making trillions of pounds
with these lies and they are investing and wasting enormous amount of resources and
money in implanting these into the public domain and into the heads of the entire
populace, that they have caught in their nets. They are seeking to herd the entire
humanity into subscribing to these as the ‘high truth’ so that people are made to
believe that these things are the future and they are good for humanity.
While no one stops to ask, ‘’Hold on a second: if, we abandon developing human
intelligence, if, we stop investing in making education a universal human right to
develop the human race and better the human condition, how are the human
condition and the state of humanity going to get better? How can massacring human
intelligence, human learning and education and human development by way of
implanting and imposing this so-called artificial intelligence and their machine
learning going to better humanity and human condition? What they are proposing
and imposing is like, as, if, they are saying, kill the mother and let the child be fed by
a robot with artificial drink and this is better. Why is it better? Because it makes more
money for the distorteddia. This is the ultimate haven of this distorteddia
conglomerate but that’s where they are taking humanity into, which is nothing but
the physiologique-hell: the absolute implementation and implantation of Mass
Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy is completed; humans and humanity have been
eradicated absolutely so that they can not do anything by themselves and, now, the
machines are going to do all for them and they, the very humans, are now going to
stay as ‘supreme vegetables’ doing and being nothing but the distorteddia making
money all the same. But here is the catch: if, hypothetically speaking, the entire
humanity has been left to be supreme vegetables what good are they for anything
while the machines seem to have become the master? These us, this you and I, end up
in the physiologique-hell, being the supreme vegetables, unable to do and be
anything, a waste of space, a waste of time, a waste of existence altogether. Now, stop
and ask: why would anything and anyone, particularly, while the distorteddia have
become the high masters and they have their machines to do everything so that they

can make the highest amount of money and spend nothing, would ‘waste’ a penny,
keeping up, feeding and fattening, this supreme vegetables of us, this Mass
Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy victims? Why would they do it: keep these supreme
vegetables of us, who are nothing but the highest waste, so far the yardstick of the
distorteddia goes: the distorteddia is not going to spend and waste a penny to keep
the supreme vegetables of us.
And, now, let us bring about the utter, absolute and comprehensive proof of the
absolute imbecility, bankruptcy and evil of this entire distorteddia conglomerate: so
they have their machines and they have killed off humanity and made us into supreme
waste of time, space and existence and of any other waste we can think of so that we
are made into a supreme vegetables and now they have all the profits and they can
keep all to themselves. And, since humanity has become a waste’, they do not work,
can not work for they are utterly done: they have neither skills nor knowledge nor are
they agencies any longer so that they have no means to ‘produce’ or create anything,
that has any worth. In other words, the entire humanity has no way of earning an
income and, thus, have no money to spend on necessary things and items and
products and services. How can they exist? They can not. Can a state support 100% of
its population on social security? Absolutely not and absolutely impossible. So, how
are these, these us, these supreme vegetables of us, are going keep on existing,
particularly, when Mass Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy has stripped us of any
ability and any potential of our being and becoming human and doing and creating
with that?
And, now, here is the final part: so, we, the supreme vegetables, have no money to
buy or acquire anything because we have no job and no income and we do not, even,
get any social security. Now, all the distorteddia have their machines, doing
everything and costing them very little. All these products, services and commodities,
that these machines are producing, ask, where are the distorteddia going to sell them
to make money, to make profit? Who is going buy any of it? If, they discard humanity
in that supreme vegetable state there remains nothing out in this world, who could
buy products, services and commodities? Their machines can not buy them because
their machines do not need them nor can they use them and, hypothetically, they,
these machines do not have money to buy, even, if, they can use these products.
Remember, the very idea on which the distorteddia got that machines, in the first
place, was to not pay ‘wage:salary’ and pocket the entire proceeds for themselves.
Now, like the terminal pathogen, like the terminal virus and like the terminal bacteria
or the terminal cancer germs, these distorteddia conglomerate are a terminal cancer,
a terminal pathogen, a terminal virus, a terminal bacteria, a terminal phage to
terminate humanity and kill it off entirely and, having done that, it can not survive
and shall perish with the terminated humanity because it can not now find ways and
means to keep on going. This is the future physiologique-hell the distorteddia
conglomerate is pulling and herding the world towards and humanity is being

slaughtered in these ways. It is time humanity wakes up and begin the fight back
against these distorteddia conglomerate and the entire market profiteers. These are
now obvious and can be seen everywhere. These are serious and profound
philosophical, ethical, political, political philosophical, political economical, social and
sociological issues, that requires much study and much more exploration. We are just
beginning with this. We shall write more but this, builds on our work of
Dehumanisation of Humanity and Humanics and all other humanical works, all of
which makes us go on with The Humanion and Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd
and everything else we are seeking to do. Time it is for humanity to fight these
distorteddia conglomerate and end their strangle-hold on humanity, killing and
eradicating them and to fight them and their dehumanisation and challenge their
implanting of Mass Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy with a view to rehumanise
ourselves and all our spheres: both private and public. Mother Nature has given us a
brain and will for a reason: to use it, to keep on developing it by eternal learning so to
be and do: human: to be able to utilise the gifts of infinite imagination, infinite
creativity and infinite ingenuity up to the infinite level, scope and degree: that is how
we are: humanity as an infinity unfolding itself. Why on earth would you let the
distorteddia destroy all that by disabling us, crippling us, dismantling us by
implanting and implementing Munchausen Syndrome by Proxy?
There can not exist any humanity, that is humanity-naturale, if, this humanity does
not and can not exist in, as, with and by The Sacred Sanctum of the Inviolable State of
Being a Human Person and a Human Agency of the Human Mind:Soul:Will:Brain. By
imposing, enforcing, implanting and cementing humanity with Mass Munchausen
Syndrome by Proxy, the distorteddia conglomerate and the entire market profiteers
are doing nothing but conducting a terminal battle to end, eradicate and terminate
humanity all together and the most effective and most certain way of doing that is to,
simply, Devastate Dismantle Disable Dissect Fragment Disconnect Disempower
Disenfranchise Destroy Terminate and Absolutely Eradicate The Sacred Sanctum of
the Inviolable State of Being a Human Person and a Human Agency of the Human
Mind:Soul:Will:Brain. Our works, Dehumanisation of Humanity, Psychology of
Zoohuman, Sociology of Evil, Humanics and Humanics: The Foundation, Alphansum
Sovereign Necessarius and all other relevant works, much has been published, much
has yet to eb published, have been produced to bring about the critique of this last and
ultimate phase of the capitalism and why and how this brings itself to an absolute end:
Except, the invention of these distorteddia conglomerate will bring about the end of
capitalism and bury it, except, that’s not what it is seeking to do directly but using it
to keep on making profit and more of it. But with this, it will come to kill off the golden
goose, it will kill off humanity altogether and along with the victim’s demise, the
deadly, terminal pathogen, die, too. But that is not going to happen: because humanity
shall not let it happen: it shall fight and it shall keep on fighting until these distorteddia
conglomerate are buried in the sociological dustbin. Fighting dehumanisation for
rehumanisation of humanity and, going towards a humanical society is not just a

vision and utopia but a solid, scientific and mathematical expression of why and how
humanity must keep on seeking and taking forward the human condition. This is why
we publish The Humanion, this is why we have set up Regine Humanics Foundation
Ltd and this is why we are seeking to do little things like, these festivals and lectures
and other efforts and initiatives to bring about and connect humanity together, in
reality and in community and human as persons, as individuals, a human agencies of
the sellf. Spread the word, tell people about this vision and take forward the message:
that humanity is one and that we are in that one: an infinity unfolding itself and tell
the world and all our fellow humanion that in that infinity there is no room for the
distorteddia conglomerate in the future: because that future of that future humanity
is humanity-naturale, that future is humanical, in a humanical society in humanics,
existing in human enterprise. Yes, we would like to reach this humanical society in
which all humans as real and living-breathing human agencies are connected in reality
and in real communities, in families and in society as a whole as a one-soul-commune
of one-humanity.:::ω.
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